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in
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WEBSITE IN ONE DAY.
Yes, just one day!
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Vrisini Hot Deal
Professional Web Design Service
Your website in 24 hours
for only 500,— €
PLEASE CALL US
to get more information about this offer.
E-Mail an: info@vrisini.com

WHATS INCLUDED
We will choose the design layout, color palette,
and typographic styles based on your goals and
preferences

Five standard pages with static banner

You’ll get 12 hours of dedicated design time

SEO tools and analytics setup

A typographic logo (if you don’t already have a logo)

CSS customization (Cascading Style Sheet)

Links to your social media accounts

Save Time

Better Results

Save Money

No more back and forth
emails and meetings
that can last for months
in normal project. The
website is template
based and touch-up
with only logo and css.

Hign conversion and
built in SEO are top of
mind for your site to
be ranked in google for
more visit in turn more
business.

Websites can take
months and cost a lot
of money. Let us create
your website in one
day. You save a lot of
time to achieve your
goals quickly and easily.

More Products

E-Commerce shopping cart ( isotope )

Slider 		
		100,– €
News		
80,– €
Blog			
50,– €
Search 			 100,– €

Product Listing with Category
Product Listing with Checkout
Payment-Gateway

Note: We need to discuss if there is another payment system.

like Cash, Datatrans
PayOne, PayPal, WorldPay etcc.		

1000,– €
1500,– €
50,– €

VRISINI INFOTECH LLP
Only CONTAO official partner in Asia
“Where technology and innovation meets excellence.”

We are a dedicated CONTAO Agency with over 18 years of experience in
the web development industry and we are proud to inform you that
“We are the only CONTAO Association Certified Partner from Asia for
CONTAO designing and programming”.
We have a specialized team to cater to any enterprise level requirements
which you might have. With our web solutions you can further expand and
increase your business.
Delivering robust solutions based on latest technologies with a very user
friendly interface is our primary goal. We provide a one roof solution for
websites or any other web related requirements which you might have.

”

Vrisini Infotech designs creative websites
for people, companies and organisations,
that inspire us to just be ourselves.

#imaginative, #creative, #effective

CMS website on CONTAO in one day.
Yes, just one day!
One amazing, immersive, creative, collaborative day.
Your business or organization needs a website. You know what you need the site to
do for your business. You know the work you’re doing inside and out. But you don’t
have the time or inclination to DIY a website. And you don’t have the budget for a
long, drawn out custom website development process. Not to mention the fact that
you’d really love to be able to edit your site yourself. Easily. Without a huge learning
curve.
The Vrisini “One Day Website” is for you! This isn’t a partial, almost website or a
glorified template. The “One Day Website” are fully functional, custom-designed
websites built efficiently and collaboratively.
At Vrisini Infotech L.L.P we have blown up the traditional way of building websites
and rebuilt it to fit small businesses and grassroots organizations who need things
to be simple, beautiful, and affordable.
A stunningly beautiful, professional website is the ideal foundation for grassroots
initiatives and world-changing services. Together we can create your custom, collaborative website in as little as 1 or 2 days with budget-friendly i,e only 500,— Euro.
This isn‘t about being faster. It‘s about being better.

Every VRISINI “One Day Website” includes ...

Undivided Attention

Edit Your CONTAO Site

We dedicate your Build Day(s) to
you and your project so we can work
in real-time collaboration together.

You’ll get the coolest backend
Contao site builder available so
you can edit your site with ease.

Mobile Friendly Websites

Add functionality

We will code your site to be responsive
and adjust to fit every sreen.
It will beautefuil and functional on
every device.

You can add extra toppings to your
„1 Day Website“ . You have a option of
adding some extra functionality of your
choise.

SEO friendly

Training & Support

The Vrisini „1 Day Website“ are SEO
enabled to get more visitors in turn
more Business.

With basic training on CONTAO if
required. Website are covered under
1 year gurantee against any Bugs or
malfunctions.

Contact Us
For further inquiries please do not hesitate to contact us.

Call us at (+91) 908 899 7097
or send us an e-mail at info(at)vrisini.com

Visit us at
Vrisini Infotech LPP
Professional Webdesign Service
46, Rai Mohan Bannerjee Road
Opposite ISI, BonHooghly
Kolkata - 700108
West Bengal, INDIA
Know more about us at https://www.vrisini.com

Want To Connect
https://www.facebook.com/vrisiniinfotechllp
https://www.linkedin.com/company/vrisini-infotech-llp
https://twitter.com/VrisiniInfotech

Want To Chat per Skype
Our experts in Live-Chat
typo3experts
subharunchakraborty
surya.lal

Vrisini Infotech L.L.P

